
This summary account of the surving original Commissions •

and of the enrolments made immediatelyfrom them, in Chancery on
the Patent Roll dorses, and in court on the Assize Rolls or
special Assize records, makes it plain that the limits to precision

in our present knowledge lie in the formative stages of
the Commissions. We know rather less than we could wish about
the special Assize Commission and the instruments that developed
subsidiary to it, letters for association and admission and the
writ fnon expectata presenciaf in the twenty years or so before
it became the routine particular Assize Commission. We know much
less than we could wish about its redeve.l opment as a special

Assize Commission after 1285. and much loss than we could wish

about the Circuit Assize Commission between 1273 and 1320,
including the development of the subsidiary letters of association,

admission and fsi non omnes1. Before about 1320 the
material may not exist or be at present examinable: when it
exists it may not be fully informative. From the 1320s the
material is full, and accessible in transcripts or abstracts, if
not in original.

The Chancery clerks must always have had by them precedent

rolls containing the forms of the increasingly multifarious

administrative instruments which they had to write. No particular

study seems to have been made of the men^re survivals of such

rolls, and the only one known to the pn-u^nt writer from about

the time of the present Calendar is British Museum Additional
Manuscript 35205 (formerlyPhilips MS. 14017). Compiled about

1430, and in use until about 1490, it contains over five hundred
forms current in the early years of Henry VI, with a few later
additions. The forms are arranged in a number of categories,
with marginal headings corresponding to those employed in the
rolls of Chancery, chiefly the Patent Rolls. The roll includes
the main forms of the Circuit Assize Commissions and Letters of

Association. It does not include any example of a special Assize
Commission, probably because this was identical with the particular

Assize Commission; which was to be found along with the
Assize writs in the standard registers of writs. The various

examples of Assize Commissions in the legal treatises from
Bracton to Fleta, and in the manuscript registers of writs, are

of much less help to a study of the diplomatic of the Assize
Commissions,than such a study is a help to discovering the
approximate period of currency of these examples.

CIRCUITCOMMISSIONS

The main clause of the Circuit Commission was the phrase:

'Sciatis quod constituimus vos justiciaries nostros ad omnes

assisas, juratas et cert if icac iones coram quibuscumque

justiciariis nostris per di versa brevia nostra in comitatibus

A. B.C. et D. arramiatas enpu'ndns'. In the first Circuit
Commissions of 1273 the phrase seems to have been ' [sciatis ...]

vos justiciaries nostros ad diversas assisas, juratas et

recognic iones coram vobis arramiatas per brevia nostra in


